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Thank you for expressing interest in the
Triverse Project and we hope that this
document will serve as a means of
communicating with our community on
the details of the project.

Foreword
Coming from the Web 2.0 background, our team has experience in the
deployment of many gamification and other projects in the
blockchain/ cryptocurrency space but with Triverse, we wish to achieve
a community- driven Web 3.0 project whereby individuals with the same
aligned interests can vote on how certain facets of the project will
develop in future thereby creating a long lasting, sustainable ecosystem.
When the community and our alliance of project collaborations grow,
we plan to finally develop an NFT Marketplace that is for the people built
by the people.
Rome was not built in a day and this journey will only be made possible
with the involvement of people such as you who has taken an interest,
participated and contributed to the project as a whole. Hold tight and
get ready to be part of something that can potentially disrupt how Web
3.0 projects can be done within the NFT space.

G a mific a tion a s a whole
Gaming Industry Size
USD203.12 billion in 2020 projected at a CAGR of
13.2%to reach USD 545.98 billion by 2028
(Source: Fortune Business Insights)

Blockchain Gaming Industry Size
(Including token and NFT driven projects) - USD3 billion in 2021
projected to rise to USD 39.7 billion by 2025
(Source: https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/blogs/voices/how-blockchaingaming-industry-is-booming-despite-challenges/)

This is fuelled by NFT generation capabilities,
free to play and play to earn models, the blockchain gaming industry
attracted over 1.5 million diverse gamers across the globe.

WHAT IF we can attract more?

TE A M

Ben Huang
Founder

Hello and welcome to The Triverse Community!
I'm CS, one of The Triverse's founding members
and project manager. I am currently the Chief
Business Development Officer at IDCM Global
Exchange as well as the Business Development
Manager for the NASDAQ- listed Crypto1. As a
senior management professional with over 20
years of experience in a variety of industries, I
have recently focused on blockchain
technology and cryptocurrency- related
arrangements. I'm incredibly excited to meet
everyone in the community!

Chucky
Co-Founder

Hey, guys! I'm Chucky, a Co- Founder of The
Triverse. I am a serial entrepreneur with
experience in a variety of businesses and a
firm believer in Web 3.0. I was an early
adopter of cryptocurrency and enjoy delving
into the NFT field in order to develop the
greatest blue- chip portfolio possible. I am
very excited to embark on this NFT adventure
with the rest of the team and the community.

TE A M

Wilson

Core Team
(Communications and Art)
Good day, everyone! Hi, Wilson here, The
Triverse's core team member and social
media manager. I'm now working as a
consultant for a number of blockchain
start- ups. With my background in
blockchain technology and social media,
all the exciting details about The Triverse
are something I look forward to sharing
with you.

Paul

Core Team (Community
Management)
Hey guys, I'm Paul. I'm an avid NFT
enthusiast, who has helped to build
many other successful NFT projects.
(Shinsekai, Floppy, Nubbies, DAPE) I
help to contribute my knowledge of
the Web 3.0 space, through
community building, marketing, and
strategic decision making. I'm super
excited to help build The Triverse NFT!

Ro a dm a p
Phase 02
•

Alpha version of the game demo

•

Triverse IP anime debuts

•

Triverse merchandise

•

V2 emblem NFT launched

•

Booster for $TRV token generation with V2 emblem

Phase 01
•

Profiles for 3,897 player characters launched

•

Verification process for certifying realm walkers

•

whales and 1/ 1 roles have been allocated

•

Launch of $TRV token (in- game utility currency)

•

Token accrual in the background, no stake required

•

Setup of Triverse marketplace

•

Launch of 1/ 1 and whales alpha/ giveaway channel

Ro a dm a p
Phase 04
• Land sales in the Triverse
• Full game playability, more in- game items, and $TRV token rewards
• Implement Triverse land in web3 portal
• Land customization
• Land rental implementation

Phase 03
• Character class upgraded
• Burning NFT/ V2 emblems
• Launch of the game's beta version, prizes, and competitions for the game
•

In- game items available for purchase and selling in Triverse marketplace

TECHNOLOGY
Realm of Technology The hunger for knowledge and the systematic
process of the study of the physical world through observation and
experiment gave birth to the principle of Science and hence the Realm of
Technology. Humans have pushed Science and Technology to unbelievable
heights, giving them vast control over their own physical self and
surroundings, with power to rival the gods.

REALM

Re a lm OF

•

Pure Breeds Believe in that no matter what, humans must stay untainted and
thereby using Science and Technology to enhance their own genetic blueprint
without the use of any robotic enhancements or cybernetic implants.

•

Cyborgs When a Clan of humans decided that the human body was too vulnerable
and fragile, they attempted to combine the human body with cybernetic implants
to enhance their personal performance. Within the course of time, no one can tell
whether how much of their original biological body remains and what is another
artificial enhancement.

•

Robots Dr Van Borg was a world renowned scientist and his main principal of
research was in Artificial Intelligence. Where the human brain is capable of creation
and comprehending new knowledge but the computer is only capable of working
with inputed data to create anything thru the support of a software or program. This
line of distinction was crossed when Dr Van Borg in his aged and dying body
managed to transfer his entire consciousness into his Artificial Intelligence named as
“MIM”. Mass generation of robots each with a “sub” Artificial Intelligence capable of
independent thought.

M a gic

Realm of Magic Magic exists only when there is a believe that there is a
force beyond mental comprehension, a supernatural power over the forces
of nature. In one of the archaeological discoveries, a group of
archaeologists uncovered an ancient artifact roughly translated as “The
Pandora Box” and opened it. Many screamed and died in all possible
imaginable ways, but the surviving three became the “Original” that serve
as a conduit for the incredible supernatural force that transformed the rest
of the world into these three separate Clans. This event became known as
the Chronicle of Awakening

REALM

Re a lm of

•

The Order of the Paladin Bearing the original outlook of humans but with access to
magic and the ability to use their magic to influence their oneself, surrounding
environment and others, this Clan became known as “The Order of the Paladin”.
They fiercely believed that the Chronicle of Awakening was an Act of God and they
are the chosen ones by God to do his work in the world.

•

The Dwarves Bearing a strong affinity to mold substances of nature into
magnificent objects of great craftsmanship and imbuing each with a magical power,
the Dwarves were a hardy, stubborn and strong clan driven to push the boundaries
of craftsmanship.

•

The Elves “To be one with nature and nature to be one”; each Elf would utter this
phrase in every possible opportunity in their daily conversations with anyone. The
Elves are nature loving folk who possess the magical abilities to meld into forests,
control over plants and communing with other creatures of nature to do their
bidding.

the T a o

All forms of existence possess the ability to
develop a sentience and potentially pursuing the
Path of the Tao to attain immortality.

REALM

Re a lm of

• Humanity
Humans that follow the teachings of Tao to pursue the path to immortality,
they believe that death is merely the beginning and guiding them in the
afterlife for reincarnation will prevent malicious spirits from ruining the
balance between the world of the living and the dead.

• Beasts
Animals who evolve a sentience often take the form of a human but could still
bear some physical traits of their original animal form.
• Ashura
When the above followers of the Path of Tao are led astray, they become
beings of evil who corrupt the teachings of Tao to use their supernatural
powers to harm others in order to obtain greater power.

G A ME
Triverse
gameplay
will
be
fashioned after how many mobile
RPG, turn- based games are done.
Players can choose who to play as
a character from the races/ clans
of the three realms then take on
NPCs (non- player characters) as
they go along.
There will be missions in the main
and
sub
plots
within
the
gameplay which leads to the
accomplishment of game goals
and rewards.
To give an example of how the
battle mode will be, we have
included a demo video here which
shows
how
the
turn- based
gameplay will be done in a typical
battle scene. Each race will have
an attack mode which is unique to
their race and depending on the
level/ skill points/ items that the
character has, the attack will have
a variable damage level.
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Tokenomics

Metaverse
35%
Staking
30%

Token Name: TrV
Total Fixed Supply: 1 Billion tokens
Launch Price: TBA
Burn Rate: 50% of all TrV collected by Triverse Game
(Till Max Amount of 30% is burned from total supply)

Team + Other
Dev 5%

Bounty
Hunt
15%

Art 5%
Technology 10%

Tokenomics
Highlights
•

Metaverse - Locked Wallet containing TrV tokens meant for distribution
when the Web 3.0 Triverse Metaverse version of the game is launched

•

Staking - Rewards of TrV tokens given to NFT holders when they staked
their NFT with the platform

•

Bounty Hunt - Rewards of TrV tokens given to Triverse community for
feedback that contributes to the overall game development

•

Technology - Locked Wallet containing TrV tokens meant as reserve
fund for continual tech developments

•

Art - Locked Wallet containing TrV tokens meant as reserve fund for
continual creative art developments

•

Summary
•

Only 45% of token supply will be available before the Web 3.0
version of the Triverse Metaverse game is launch; ie low supply

•

Burnt mechanism in place as deflationary measure to boost
token value by reducing permanent supply of tokens

•

Vast Utility - PreGame and PostGame phrases where many
specific utilities of the TrV tokens will be in place due to the
Ecosystem design; thereby ensuring high demand

•

Low supply + Deflationary Measure + High Demand = Natural
Appreciation of TrV token value

Connect with Us
https://www.thetriverse.xyz
https://twitter.com/TheTriverseNFT
https://discord.gg/triverse

